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Business Challenge

Solution: Field Service Lightning (FSL) Implementation

Acme Homes Management faced difficulties in effectively coordinating their field
operations between construction workers and general contractors, resulting in
project delays and increased turnaround time.

Digitize Workforce Management: Implement FSL to enable construction workers
and general contractors to efficiently manage tasks and access real-time project
data via a dedicated mobile application.
Enhance Operational Efficiency: Provide the management team with
comprehensive insights into project progress through service reports and
dashboards, facilitating streamlined decision-making and resource allocation.
Improve Project Execution: Equip field teams with the necessary tools and
information to effectively fulfill project requirements, resulting in a seamless
execution process.
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Objective

To streamline their operations, improve project execution, and provide real-time
data to enhance decision-making.



Real-time Project Data: FSL provides construction workers and general
contractors with immediate access to project details, facilitating informed
decision-making and efficient task execution.
Operational Insights: The management team gains a comprehensive overview of
project progress through service reports and dashboards, leading to optimized
project management and resource allocation.
Seamless Project Execution: Construction workers and contractors arrive at
project sites well-prepared, ensuring a smooth and efficient project execution
process.
Enhanced Scheduling: FSL's tracking capabilities and multi-level project
territories enable efficient scheduling and assignment of tasks, ensuring the right
expertise is assigned to each project.
Mobile Application: FSL offers a dedicated mobile application for construction
workers and contractors, enabling effective task management, project
scheduling, and real-time updates.
Efficient Resource Allocation: FSL streamlines project scheduling, ensuring
optimal utilization of construction workers and contractors' time and expertise.
Comprehensive Project Insights: FSL's reporting and dashboard functionalities
provide actionable insights to the management team, enabling data-driven
decision-making.
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Optimize Scheduling: Leverage FSL's features to track construction workers and
general contractors better, assign tasks based on expertise, and streamline
project scheduling.
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Improved Efficiency: The implementation of FSL led to increased efficiency in
project execution, reduced delays, and better allocation of resources.
Enhanced Client Satisfaction: With construction workers and contractors well-
prepared and equipped, clients experienced a seamless project execution
process, leading to higher satisfaction levels.
Optimized Operations: Acme Homes Management achieved optimized
operational processes through real-time project data access, improved
scheduling, and enhanced execution capabilities.
Informed Decision-Making: The management team was empowered to make
informed decisions based on comprehensive reporting and dashboard insights,
resulting in improved resource management.
Streamlined Project Scheduling: FSL's features facilitated better tracking and
assignment of tasks, resulting in smoother coordination between field teams and
management.
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Conclusion

Impact of FSL: Through the adoption of Field Service Lightning (FSL), Acme
Homes Management successfully revolutionized its property management and
construction operations.
Key Benefits: These improvements resulted in reduced turnaround time,
heightened efficiency, increased client satisfaction, and operational excellence.
FSL's Role: FSL played a crucial role by digitizing workforce management,
enhancing coordination, and providing real-time data for informed decision-
making, benefiting both the company and its clients.
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Get in Touch With Us!

mailto:alliances@areya.tech
https://calendly.com/deepish/30min?month=2023-08
http://www.areya.tech/
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxConsultingListingDetail?listingId=a0N4V00000GXiayUAD&legacy=true
tel:+1(469)436-6224

